ZyBar Keeps Kenny Bowers Cool in the Lead!

“First off let me start by saying that Wes and all the guys at ZyCoat Coating Services are a pleasure to work with and very knowledgeable about the ZyCoat product.

I will say at first, I was skeptical about a coating that would decrease our exhaust temps as drastically as advertised, but boy was I mistaken. Not only does the coating look great but it is very durable. We run this coating on a dirt sprint car, so it is constantly being beaten up by rocks and dirt and the coating still looks new. We run on average 13 thousand RPM for 20 laps at a time and exhaust temperatures are very important to us. The lower the temperatures the more power we can produce by changing our fueling mixtures. Not only did we show a gain in horsepower on the dyno, but I can feel an increase in power in the seat. On average our exhaust temperatures at the header are between 86 and 92 degrees lower than last year with the only change being ZyCoat’s ZyBar coating.

I am 100% sold on this product and will continue to promote it and run it on all our race cars. We will forever be a customer! The performance of ZyBar is second to none. From heat reduction to durability of the product. We put our header through hell and it comes out the other side laughing.”
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